
ZONING CHANGE REVIEW SHEET 
 
CASE NUMBER: C14H-2017-0112 HLC DATE:  November 27, 2017 
    December 11, 2017 
 PC DATE:  December 12, 2017 
     
APPLICANT:  HE Driskill, LLC 
 
HISTORIC NAME:  Driskill Hotel 
 
WATERSHED:  Waller Creek 
 
ADDRESS OF PROPOSED ZONING CHANGE:  604 Brazos Street 
 
ZONING FROM:  CBD to CBD-H 
 
SUMMARY STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  Staff recommends the  proposed zoning change 
from Central Business District (CBD) district to Central Business District – Historic 
Landmark (CBD-H) combining district zoning. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR LANDMARK DESIGNATION: 
Architecture, historical associations, and community value. 
 
HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION ACTION:  November 27, 2017:  Meeting cancelled 
due to lack of a quorum.  To be considered on December 11, 2017. 
 
PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION:  To be considered on December 12, 2017. 
 
DEPARTMENT COMMENTS:  The building is listed as a Priority 1 for research in the 
Comprehensive Cultural Resources Survey (1984), and was listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places in 1969.  The ca. 1930 annex on 7th Street was designated a city historic 
landmark several years ago. 
CITY COUNCIL DATE:  December 14, 2017  ACTION: 
 
ORDINANCE READINGS: 1ST  2ND 3RD    ORDINANCE NUMBER: 
 
CASE MANAGER:  Steve Sadowsky     PHONE:  974-6454 
 
NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION:  Downtown Austin Neighborhood Association 
 
BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION: 
Individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places (1969) 
 
Architecture:  
The Driskill Hotel was designed by Jasper N. Preston and Son of Austin in 1885 in the 
Romanesque Revival style.  The Romanesque Revival was very popular for institutional 
buildings from the 1870s through the turn of the 20th century, as it expressed permanence in its 
heavy materials, almost always masonry.  The massiveness of the construction generally limited 
the use of the style to public buildings, including court houses, city halls, libraries and other 
educational buildings, churches, synagogues, and railroad stations, although there are notable 
examples of large private residences also built in this style, particularly in the upper Midwest. 
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Romanesque Revival buildings are defined by their use of masonry as the primary materials, 
arches over entries and windows, recessed entries, and the use of architectural ornamentation, 
such as a turret, or emphasized gable.  The buildings are generally asymmetrical, but 
sometimes that effect is achieved subtly, with the use of different arch patterns and fenestration 
patterns, cutaway corners, or other architectural features that reflect a departure from the 
rigidly symmetrical Greek Revival style that preceded it.   
The Driskill Hotel reflects the defining characteristics of the Romanesque Revival style.  It is a 
very heavy-appearing composition, with pressed brick walls trimmed with white limestone.  Its 
principal entries are deeply recessed and trimmed in rusticated limestone in round arches.  The 
windows are grouped singly, in pairs, or in triple sets, with a combination of round-arched and 
segmental-arched openings.  The south (6th Street) and east (Brazos Street) elevations each 
contain a central, prominent gable with extensive ornamentation, including the name of the 
building at the base of the tympanum of the gable, and the bust of the founder and one of his 
sons at the apex of the gable.  The busts were crafted by Italian artisans: Colonel Driskill looks 
out over the south façade, facing 6th Street; his son, A.W. (“Tobe”) looks over the west façade, 
and his other son J.W. looks over the east (Brazos Street) façade.  Historic windows in the 
building exhibit a variety of configurations, including a multi-light round-arched transom 
(restored), 2:2, and plate glass in the other round-arched openings on the ground floor.  The 
south and east elevations also feature a two-story portico, each with a pressed stone railing on 
the second and third stories, and supported by plain round columns, with combination of 
stylized capitals, including those on the corners of the portico with stylized leaf designs, another 
defining characteristic of the Romanesque Revival style.  Between the second and third stories, 
there is a pressed stone spandrel panel between the triple set of rectangular windows below and 
the segmental-arched triple windows above.  Above the porticos on the south and east elevations 
is a colonnaded opening flush with the wall of the building, and above that, on the fourth floor, 
is a triple round arch, with the side arches approximately half the width and half the height of 
the principal arch; these arches are also decorated on the interior of the arch.  The spandrels on 
each side of theses triple arches feature a pressed stone star below the panel with the hotel’s 
name on it, and each tympanum of the principal gable has a full-width band of stone across the 
tympanum at about halfway up the side of the gable. 
The building has cutaway corners on all four sides, providing diagonal secondary entries.  Each 
of the cutaway corners also features a series of stone balconies, and a round-arched opening at 
the fourth floor, with a round window trimmed in rusticated limestone in the tympanum of the 
gable.  The section on each elevation of the building that contains the triple sets of windows and 
stone spandrels is also topped with a gable parapet, with the construction date of 1885 in a 
stone tablet in the tympanum. 
Historical Associations: 
The Driskill Hotel was built in 1885-1886 and has served as one of the city’s premier hotels and 
business meeting sites since the time of its construction.  The hotel offered luxury 
accommodations for travelers, and its ballrooms were the sites of governors’ inaugurals, 
weddings, and other state and local functions. 
 
Colonel Jesse Driskill purchased the property at the corner of 6th and Brazos Streets in 1884, 
demolishing the old feed store which had been on the site.  Driskill, a Tennesseean, made his 
money in the cattle business before moving to Austin around 1870, driving cattle to railheads 
in Kansas.  He decided to build a first-class hotel in Austin, and hired local architect Jasper N. 
Preston to design the building.  Preston, born in upstate New York in 1832, was raised and 
educated in Lansing, Michigan.  He moved to Austin in 1875, and began a successful 
architectural career, designing business buildings, such as the Tips Hardware Building on 
Congress Avenue, and the Hannig Building on East 6th Street.  He also designed many homes 
and churches in the city, as well as serving as the supervising architect on the new State Captil 
on the 1880s.  After designing the Driskill Hotel, he moved to Los Angeles, California. 
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Preston designed a monumental four-story Romanesque Revival building for Driskill’s hotel, 
using local materials.  The arches in the porticos on the south and east elevations of the 
building were reputed to be the largest in the state. 
Work began on the hotel in January, 1885.  The brick and limestone were both local, but 
Driskill and Preston obtained the plate glass, hardware, tile, and other materials during a trip 
to the East Coast.  Driskill envisioned a first-class hotel for Austin, and chose only the finest 
materials for the building.  The hotel had all of the modern conveniences of the time, including 
steam heat, a hydraulic elevator, and an outside window for every room.  The hotel opened to 
great fanfare and celebration in December, 1886.  The Driskill was quickly accepted by 
Austinites as a social hub – Governor Sul Ross held his inaugural ball at the hotel in January, 
1887, beginning a long tradition of the Driskill’s status as the epicenter of political life in 
Austin and Texas.  Besides Sul Ross, Texas governors Hobby, Ma Ferguson, Dan Moody, and 
Ann Richards also held their inaugural balls at the hotel. 
 
Driskill’s association with the hotel was short-lived.  He lost a great deal of money in the 
winter of 1886-1887 when a hard winter following a long drought decimated his cattle 
business.  At the same time, S.E. McIlhenny, who leased the hotel from Driskill, moved to 
Galveston to manage the Beach Hotel there, and the Driskill Hotel closed.  Tom Smith, who 
had been the manager of the Raymond House Hotel on Congress Avenue, re-opened the hotel 
in January, 1888, but Driskill sold the hotel that same year to J.M. (”Doc”) Day. 
 
The hotel flourished with the completion of the new State Capitol in 1888.  The Driskill had a 
telegraph office, news and cigar stand, and a drug sore fountain.  The hotel also became known 
as a fine dining establishment in downtown Austin, with a large and exotic menu.  However, 
Day’s investment in the hotel outweighed the amount of business, and he sold the hotel in 1893 
to actor Maurice Curtis, who assumed Day’s mortgage notes on the building.  When Maurice 
Curtis defaulted on the notes in 1894, the hotel was purchased at auction by C.H. Silliman, a 
Fort Worth banker.  In 1895, Major George W. Littlefield, who had opened his bank in the 
southeast corner of the hotel in 1890, purchased the building from Silliman, and began a 
modernization campaign, installing a new electrical system, long distance telephone service, an 
ice plant, a steam laundry, and adding 28 rooms to the hotel.  Littlefield ran the Driskill until 
1903.  Dr. E.P. Wilmot, a banking rival of Littlefield’s, purchased the hotel in 1906 and 
installed W.L. Stark as the manager, a position he retained until his retirement in the 1950s. 
 
The first-class hotel market in Austin changed dramatically in the early 1920s with the 
construction of the Stephen F. Austin Hotel at 7th Street and Congress Avenue.  For the first 
time, the Driskill had real competition for the high-end clientele.  The Driskill responded by 
adding capacity to the old structure at 6th and Brazos by converting the older guest rooms into 
smaller rooms, and then constructed the annex tower, which extended the hotel from 6th Street 
through to 7th Street.  The annex tower was designed by the El Paso architectural firm of Trost 
and Trost in 1928, and was completed in 1930 as a high-rise. 
 
H. Brown of Highland Resources purchased the hotel in 1953, and began a major renovation, 
modernizing he rooms, lobby, and installing air conditioning.  The old main entrance of the 
hotel on 6th Street was blocked off, eliminating the old pass-through between 6th and 7th 
Streets.  The hotel suffered several fires in the 1950s and 1960s, as well as low occupancy 
rates; as a result, the hotel closed in 1969, although the private clubs and several businesses in 
the hotel building remained open.  The furnishings of the hotel were auctioned off in 1969, and 
the tower portion of the hotel was threatened with demolition and the construction of a new 
high-rise glass and steel tower in its place.  People throughout Austin and Texas decried the 
fate of the old hotel, and a group of civic leaders, led by local architect Max Brooks, organized 
the Driskill Hotel Corporation, which bought the tower portion of the hotel, leased the 1885 
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historic portion, and began a campaign to renovate, preserve, and rehabilitate the buildings.  
The Driskill re-opened in 1973 with a grand celebration of preservationists, owners and civil 
leaders; the inaugural party was attended by representatives and descendants of every Texas 
governor since the opening of the hotel.  The civic group sold the tower portion of the hotel, and 
assigned the lease to the historic 1886 portion to Braniff Hotels, which pledged a massive 
restoration program.  Braniff sold the tower portion of the hotel and assigned the lease on the 
historic portion in 1980 to a California hotel group, which also announced a restoration 
program for the hotel. The hotel tower changed hands again in the 1980s, but in 1987, the 
mortgage holder had to foreclose on the tower portion of the property. 
 
The Great American Life Insurance Company of Los Angeles purchased the tower portion of 
the Driskill, and assumed the lease on the historic section of the hotel in 1995.  The new 
owners embarked upon a $30 million restoration program, which began in 1996.  Every aspect 
of the hotel was restored to its original grandeur over a three-year period.  On December 31, 
1999, the hotel hosted a grand re-opening celebration.  All proceeds benefitted Austin-area 
charitable organizations.  In 2005, Lowe Enterprises acquired the tower portion of the hotel 
and assumed the lease on the historic section; they spent $4.2 million upgrading all hotel 
guestrooms.  In 2013, an affiliate of Hyatt Hotels Corporation acquired the tower portion, 
assumed the lease on the historic section, and took over the management of the hotel, with 
planned investments of $8 million in upgrades. 
 
Community Value: 
The Driskill Hotel has been an Austin icon since the time of its construction. 
 
PARCEL NO.:  0206030712 
 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:  LOT 11&12 & N 12X80FT & S 34X100' OF E OF LT 9 & N22' OF E100' & S24' LT 10 
BLOCK 069 ORIGINAL CITY (TOTAL SQ FT 25120) 
  
ESTIMATED ANNUAL TAX ABATEMENT: $267,429 (income-producing; no cap). 
 
APPRAISED VALUE:  $36,676,565 
 
PRESENT USE:  Hotel 
 
CONDITION:  Excellent 
 
PRESENT OWNER:   
Highland Resources, Inc. 
211 E. 7th Street, Suite 709 
Austin, Texas 78701 
 
DATE BUILT:  ca. 1885-1886 
 
ALTERATIONS/ADDITIONS:   The building has been restored to its historic appearance. 
 
ORIGINAL OWNER(S):  Col. Jesse Driskill 
 
OTHER HISTORICAL DESIGNATIONS:   Individually listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
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Colonel Jesse Lincoln Driskill, founder of the hotel 

 

 
Advertisement from the Austin Daily Statesman 

November 9, 1899 
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Undated historic photograph, but likely 1901.  George W. Littlefield opened his bank in the 
southeast corner of the hotel in 1890.  The façade to the left faces 6th Street; the façade to 
the right faces Brazos Street.  
 

 
View east on 6th Street from Congress Avenue shows the early scale of the hotel. 
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Undated advertisement for the Driskill Hotel, but prior to 1903, when Littlefield sold the 
hotel. 
 

 
Undated advertisement 
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Article in the Christian Science Monitor, January 3, 1961 
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Austin American-Statesman 

May 30, 1969 
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Austin American-Statesman 

June 6, 1969 
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Copy for a story on the 1973 re-opening gala 
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LOCATION MAP 
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December 5, 2017 
 
 
Steve Sadowsky, Historic Preservation Officer 
Planning and Zoning Dept. 
P.O. Box 1088 
Austin, Texas 78767 
 
  
RE: Historic Zoning for the Driskill Hotel 
 Case No. C14H-2017-0112 
 
  
Dear Steve: 
  
 The Downtown Austin Neighborhood Association supports the proposed 
rezoning of the Driskill Hotel from CBD to CBD-H. 
  
 DANA’s board of directors considered this matter at our meeting on 
December 5, 2017. We agreed that the Driskill meets the city’s criteria for historic 
designation, and we’re glad that the building will be protected for future 
generations. 
  
 We appreciate the opportunity to provide this input. If there is anything else
that would be helpful, please let us know. 
. 
  
                                           Very truly yours, 
 
                                           Board of Directors 
                                           Downtown Austin Associates Neighborhood Association
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